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 Pasimoni with the Cauaburi branch of the Rio Negro, and to the west by
 the great morichales or swamps from which emerge the Sesecho, Caterico,
 and Mamoni tributaries of the Casiquiare, and by which routes water
 connection with the Guainia exists.
 The general appearance of the country of the upper portions of the
 Rio Negro and the Orinoco is strongly suggestive of a plateau of erosion.
 There is much rock exposed, all apparently of crystalline structure and
 schistose texture. There is an entire absence of valleys, hills rise abruptly
 from the plains, either discretely or in isolated groups and knots. There
 is no great disparity of height, the elevation of the summits being approxi?
 mately the same. The summits for the most part show smooth rounded
 outlines or have an undulating continuity that contrasts strangely with the
 bold, steep, and picturesque sides.
 Some of the elevations resemble bosses or batholiths, others exhibit a
 well-defined scarp and dip-slope, while still others have a tabular con-
 figuration, appearing at a distance identical in appearance with horizontal,
 stratified rock after prolonged and extensive weathering.
 The rock masses of all the Guayana region however are inclined and
 contorted, granitic or metamorphic in character, the much-denuded moun?
 tains, probably of tectonic origin, belonging to an early geological period
 and subjected to repeated cycles of hypogene processes and epigene
 actions. The vestiges of Ihat system which exist to-day are the more
 resistant and enduring cores and stumps that have been metamorphosed
 into the subsequent or relict mountains which form the Parime and
 Pacaraima groups of Venezuelan Guayana.
 Before the paper the President said : I now have the pleasure to introduce
 to you, although the introduction is not necessary, Dr. Hamilton Rice. He is
 a Gold Medallist of this Society, and besides that, we look upon him, in a very
 special degree, as a child of our Society, for it was under our auspices that he
 learned surveying under our instructor, Mr. Reeves, and he has put the instruc?
 tion he has received here to excellent account in exploring the great rivers
 of South America. He has always conducted his work with the greatest
 thoroughncss, and brought back information in the utmost detail. He has,
 during the war, been employed in the American Navy, instructing classes in
 surveying and navigation, and I understand from him he is anxious to introduce
 instruction in surveying into universities in the United States.
 Dr. Rice then read the paper printed above, and a discussion followed.
 H.E. The Brazilian Ambassador : I am sure you do not expect much of
 a man who has been out of Brazil for nearly thirty-two years when speaking of
 the country which Dr. Hamilton Rice has explored in such a bold, courageous,
 and I may say a profitable way?profitable, I mean, to Science. I have little to
 add to what Dr. Rice said about Brazil?-even about the unexplored parts of
 Brazil. But I have a manifestation to make of gratitude to Dr. Rice for his
 appreciation of our possibilities in the future, and for our present value as a
 nation?as a people with a heart and with a decided intention to carry on in
 the concert of nations. It was from Dr. Rice that I first heard the news that
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 it was not true that the only good Indian was a bad Indian ! Dr. Rice found
 that there was something to be done with our Indians, and that they were very
 good factors in the development of our natural resources, and that the Indians
 in the forests of Brazil have been the pioneers of our civilization in that northern
 and inhospitable land of the valley of the Amazon. Dr. Rice took his wife with
 him on his exploration of the Rio Negro. Brazil has been explored by foreigners,
 and we owe gratitude to them for realizing that we were a land of the future.
 Mrs. Hamilton Rice brought to the Amazon, in order to show that there was
 something to be done with our Indians, the elements of tuition and furniture
 for a school. That is known in Brazil, and the names of Dr. and Mrs. Rice are
 remembered there as philanthropists who did not send simply, but went them?
 selves to see what could be done for those poor little souls who only needed
 teaching in order to be ready for the tasks of civilization. This is the most I
 can say to express to Dr. Hamilton Rice my gratitude, as representative of
 Brazil, for what he has done for the knowledge of Brazil in America and in
 Europe.
 The President : You will like me to congratulate Dr. Rice upon the
 resource and enterprise he has shown in fitting out this expedition, and
 especially on the tact he showed in getting his men together and contented,
 and the remarkable way in which he looked after them in preserving them from
 every kind of fever. He has also shown that very important and desirable
 trait in a good traveller, of establishing good feeling with the people of the
 country through which he passed. On all these accounts we desire to con?
 gratulate Dr. Hamilton Rice, as well as on a very excellent map he has brought
 back, which will be published in our Journal; and we also congratulate Mrs.
 Rice on the splendid way in which she backed trp her husband.
 SOME ACCOUNT OF THE GEOLOGY OF THE
 LAKE ALBERT RIFT VALLEY
 E. J. Wayland, A.R.C.Sc, F.G.S., A.I.M.M., Government
 Geologist, Uganda
 INTRODUCTION.?The recent correspondence in this Journal with regard to African Rift Valleys raises three main questions which, in
 order of their relative importance, are : (i) Do rift valleys exist? (2) if
 not, what is the true interpretation of the geographical features which have
 given rise to the conception of rift valleys? and (3) if rift valleys do exist,
 how are they to be explained in terms of mechanics??the question of
 the possible correlation of rift-valley tectonics with crustal disturbances in
 other parts of the world comes in (in the writer's opinion) a good last,
 and will not be discussed at any length in this paper. The term " rift
 valley," which has become one of varying significance, is here taken to
 mean a valley which owes its existence as a geographical feature directly
 to faulting.
 The author was unwiliing to announce his results till much more
 evidence, for or against his present contention, had been accumulated; but
 the very marked differences between the published opinions of Prof.
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